
This global manufacturer of enterprise software and hardware was seeking a third-party vendor 
for complex AIX server integration testing for their enterprise-level mass storage devices. The 
client had an enterprise sale opportunity pending the outcome of this testing, so they needed a 
partner who could quickly setup a complex testing environment with third-party servers using 
different operating systems and multiple networking configurations. Their search criteria also 
required a vendor with proven expertise in test automation scripting, advanced test engineering, 
plus bug tracking and reporting of enterprise-level hardware systems. Because the client’s 
previous testing had been outsourced to global locations, making it difficult to monitor the testing 
process, they also required a secure North American test site that provided access to and 
oversight of the test process. They found everything they needed with VMC. 

VMC created a dedicated test lab at their Fort Collins facility with secure, badge-only access. 
The scalable lab allowed the VMC team to create different complex test harness configurations 
that mimicked real-world IT data center, networking, and storage scenarios. To provide the client 
with visibility of the testing process, VMC established a direct VPN connection to the test lab that 
enabled the client to remotely monitor the test environment, gather logs, and easily interact in 
real-time with VMC test engineers when examining complex issues.

The test team collaborated with the client to define the scope of the test scenarios and identified 
new opportunities for automation. VMC’s subject matter experts, including specialists with 25 
years of experience testing mass storage devices, expanded the client’s existing test cases and 
created new scenarios the client had not been using in order to create a more comprehensive 
test curriculum.  

Incorporating VMC’s proven methodologies for hardware system testing, the test engineers 
built a harness framework around the client devices that allowed them to systematically test for 
compatibility with different server hardware and operating systems while continually introducing 
real-world variables. VMC’s automation experts created scripts for regression testing of all 
aspects that could be automated, thereby accelerating the test process and eliminating the 
chance of errors inherent to manually performing repetitive tasks. The team also created 
thorough, actionable error tracking that simplified the client’s ability to address identified issues.    
   
VMC’s comprehensive hardware testing capabilities and experienced industry specialists provided 
a cost-effective testing solution that quickly achieved all of the client’s goals, and delivered the 
assurance that the client’s mass storage devices were ready to perform in any real-world scenario 
they would encounter.  The customer was able to validate the functionality of their hardware 
compatibility with AIX servers in multiple networking configurations, and went on to close the sale 
with their large enterprise customer just one month after engaging with VMC.
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Complete complex AIX 

integration testing within a 
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VMC Solution 

Perform comprehensive 
testing on client product using 

third-party servers, multiple 
networking configuration, and 

different operating systems   

Results

1 month 
From VMC engagement  

to completed testing 
 

100 % 
Client satisfaction with VMC 
testing process and results 

VMC’s Comprehensive Integration Testing Assured the Client 
their Hardware was Ready for Market 
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